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among those who always tried, if not to put back the clock, at
least to put on the brake.
######*	*
We said earlier that his main work was really the subjecting
to acute criticism of ready-made formulae and improvised
theories, both Democratic and Conservative. But it is inevitable
that an ultra-critical mind should in the last resort be a Con-
servative, not necessarily by temperament or desire, but by
its difficulty in not being overwhelmed by the dangers of any
proposed change. The fact was that, however hopeful he might
appear to be about the ability of society to raise itself to a^
higher level, he was too impenitent a believer in aristocracy
ever to be in any sense a democrat. Even although he gave to
that term his own meaning, of an aristocracy of talent, of
scientific fitness—his own class, not to put too fine a point
upon it—he nevertheless admitted that he tended to prefer an
aristocracy of birth to one of elective selection.
Nor was this all. This belief in the value and need of an
aristocracy undoubtedly led him to an under-valuation of the
qualities of the common man,1 to an unfortunate readiness to
sacrifice many of them to the development of the few. " Masses,"
he wrote, "are necessary to the representation of types of
civilization and of thought, each necessary to the complete
picture. Painting by masses is the fundamental method of
Providence. That is the law of mankind; a vast extravagance
in individuals, contemptuous agglomerations of men, a Greek
chorus — useful or not, many have appeared on the stage.
There are two ways of influencing the world, either by one's
own personal power or by the body of which we are members,
by the whole in which we have our part." 2
It need hardly be said that the function of that aristocracy
which alone is fit to govern must not be selfish, much less
must it be but self-perpetuation. "Aristocracy is but a loath-
some monopoly if its conscious task be not the guardianship
1	See his contemptuous reference to the need for the people's keeping of
religious education as long as the intellectual elite remain " free " (Reforme
Intellectuelle^ p. 99).
2	Avenir de la Science, pp. 219, 222.
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